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ABSTRACT

Instruction combiner (IC) is a critical compiler optimization pass, which replaces a sequence of instructions with an equivalent and optimized instruction sequence at basic block level. There can be thousands of instruction-combining patterns which need to be frequently updated as new coding styles/idioms/applications and novel hardware evolve over time. This results in frequent updates to the IC optimization pass thereby incurring considerable human effort and high software maintenance costs. To mitigate these challenges associated with the traditional IC, we design and implement a Neural Instruction Combiner (NIC) and demonstrate its feasibility by integrating it into the standard LLVM compiler optimization pipeline. NIC leverages neural Seq2Seq model techniques for generating optimized encoded Intermediate Representation (IR) sequence from the unoptimized encoded IR sequence. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work demonstrating the feasibility of a neural instruction combiner built into a full-fledged compiler pipeline. Given the novelty of this task, we built a new dataset for training our NIC neural model. We show that NIC achieves exact match results percentage of 72% for optimized sequences as compared to traditional IC and Bleu precision score of 0.94, demonstrating its feasibility in a production compiler pipeline.

1 INTRODUCTION

Of late, considerable strides have been made in applying deep learning (DL) techniques to software engineering itself, including source code assistance, automatic source code generation and in building software tools [Le et al. (2020)]. The emergence of open-source community software development and large code repositories such as GitHub have accelerated interest in applying DL techniques to programming, compiler optimizations, code generation etc. Neural models have been developed for source code [Alon et al. (2019)] and intermediate code representations [VenkataKeerthy et al. (2020)]. ML models have been used for cost prediction and heuristics selection in compiler optimizations [Leather & Cummins (2020)].

Instruction Combining pass is a basic compiler optimization pass present in all compilers. Instruction Combiner [IC] does local instruction level optimizations on basic blocks (BB) which are jump-free sequential lists of instructions. IC operates on the compiler’s Intermediate Representation (IR) and replaces a sequence of one or more instructions with an optimized and semantically equivalent instruction sequence. ICs are typically developed with considerable human effort. There are thousands of patterns that are considered for replacement and these patterns continually need to be added/updated/removed as new coding styles/idioms/applications/hardware evolve over time. A typical IC pass often spans several thousand lines of code making it complex to maintain/debug/enhance. Empirical studies show that IC is the most frequently updated pass in the LLVM compiler [Zhou et al. (2021)].

Given the code complexity, software maintenance effort and its wide usage, IC is an ideal target for improvement with machine learnt models. However, there also exist considerable challenges in replacing a deterministic and human-written IC with a probabilistic machine learnt NIC. These challenges include representation of the input instruction sequence to the neural model, ensuring correctness of the probabilistic generated code by the neural model, integration of the neural model into a standard compiler optimization pipeline etc. This brings up the question of whether it is feasible to replace traditional IC by a neural model.
In this paper, we design and implement a Neural Instruction Combiner (NIC) and demonstrate its feasibility by integrating it into the standard LLVM compiler optimization pipeline which can generate executable machine code. NIC leverages neural Seq2Seq model techniques for generating optimized encoded IR sequence from the unoptimized encoded IR sequence at the basic block level, modelling it as monolingual machine translation task. We improve the standard attention mechanism with a compiler guided attention approach. NIC consists of three major components:

- **NIC Inputter** - This is a compiler module (not an ML model) which creates a distilled representation of the IR instruction sequence corresponding to each BB.

- **NIC Converter** - This is a machine learnt model which takes as input, an encoded representation of IR instruction sequence corresponding to each BB of a function and converts it to an equivalent optimized sequence. This model is trained offline and employed in inference mode in LLVM optimizer.

- **NIC Outputter** - This is a compiler module which takes as input the optimized sequence generated by NIC converter module and the original list of instruction corresponding to that BB and recreates the standard LLVM IR optimized instruction sequence for that BB. The output of NIC Outputter is then passed to the other downstream optimization passes. It also performs a set of IR verification checks and translation validity checking using Alive2 tool [Lopes et al. 2021] to ensure semantic correctness of the NIC generated optimized IR sequence.

Given the novelty of this task, we create a new dataset for training our NIC neural model. We show that NIC can achieve exact match of 72% on optimized sequences as compared to traditional IC and a Bleu precision score of 0.94. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work demonstrating the feasibility of a neural instruction combiner built into a full-fledged compiler. We also outline the open challenges that need to be addressed.

Similar in spirit and complementary to our work is the work on building super optimizers from program binaries [Bansal & Aiken 2006]. They work by harvesting instruction sequences from binaries, enumerating their equivalent efficient target sequences by exhaustive search techniques, and creating an offline database of optimized instruction sequences. This work is limited to X86 instruction set. We also note that NIC can in fact leverage the binary instruction sequences harvested through super optimizers as training data by lifting up the binary instructions to LLVM IR using existing decompilation tools Cloutier. Next, we briefly discuss the background for our work.

2 BACKGROUND

The heart of any compiler is the optimizer which works on the compiler Intermediate Representation (IR) of the input program. A function in compiler’s IR is split up into basic blocks (BB). Each BB is a sequence of IR instructions which do not modify the control flow and ends with a branch to another BB or a return instruction. IC attempts to replace a source sequence of one or more instructions by an equivalent and optimized sequence of instructions (IC can also replace single instructions with equivalent but optimized instructions). IC transformations typically include algebraic simplifications, instruction canonicalization, local constant propagation, constant folding etc.

In the IC pass the instruction sequence is scanned against multiple pattern-matching rules and once a sequence which matches the pattern is found, an equivalent and efficient transformed sequence of the identified pattern is applied to generate the new instruction sequence that replaces the original sequence. Appendix shows an example instruction sequence optimized by IC. Huge software code costs associated with IC and the fact that it is ubiquitous in all compilers opens the possibility of replacing the hand-coded rule driven pattern matching IC pass with a machine learnable IC pass.

3 DESCRIPTION

NIC consists of three major components namely **NIC Inputter**, **NIC Converter** and **NIC Outputter**. We briefly discuss each of these components next.
3.1 NIC INPUTTER

The input to the NIC Inputter is a regular full-fledged LLVM IR instruction stream corresponding to each BB of a function. NIC Inputter then creates a compressed encoded representation of the full LLVM IR instruction stream for that BB. An LLVM IR instruction contains information such as debug information, named variables, initializers, instruction level completers and metadata, which is not needed by IC itself. This leads us to create an encoded distilled representation of the full-fledged LLVM IR instruction sequence as input to the NIC Converter module. Using the distilled representation of the LLVM IR enables our NIC Converter to deal with a smaller vocabulary and makes it more efficient. Appendix-1 contains an example instruction sequence and its encoding. For each LLVM IR instruction, the distilled representation contains the target opcode, its type, each of the source operands and their types. In case a source operand is being produced by an instruction, the source operand is represented by its opcode. We concatenate the distilled encoded instructions for the BB and this becomes the input to NIC Converter.

3.2 NIC CONVERTER

NIC Converter is a Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) model which is modelled like a monolingual neural machine translator and is invoked in inference mode, during the LLVM optimizer pipeline by NIC pass as shown in Figure 1. This takes as test input, the encoded BB instruction sequence from NIC Inputter, and predicts an optimized encoded instruction sequence corresponding to it. The predicted encoded instruction sequence is then fed to the NIC Outputter. The source sentence is the encoded instruction sequence corresponding to a BB and the target sentence is the optimized sequence for that BB.

As is typical practice, our Seq2Seq models are based on the standard encoder-decoder framework with attention [Sutskever et al. (2014)]. We consider two design choices for the encoder-decoder network, one based on recurrent neural network with a single head attention [Bahdanau et al. (2014)], and another based on standard transformer model with multi-head attention [Vaswani et al. (2017)]. The input sentence is converted into a fixed length representation using the encoder from which the decoder emits the target sentence, one token at a time. Attention mechanism is employed to improve the ability of the Seq2Seq model to attend to the most relevant encoder outputs, when decoding each respective token.

3.3 TRAINING OF NIC CONVERTER

For the current work, we train NIC Converter using data obtained from traditional IC similar to behavior cloning [Bain & Sammut (1999)]. As shown in Figure 2, training data is generated in an offline phase by the compiler using the NIC Inputter module. Given a source file in high level language supported by the compiler, the compiler takes the input one function at a time and generates the BB level IR instruction sequences corresponding to each BB in the function. The compiler invokes the NIC Inputter on these unoptimized instruction sequences to obtain the encoded source sequences and then passes the original (unencoded) instruction sequences through the traditional (non-neural) IC phase. The optimized instruction sequences at the output of the traditional IC phase are then passed through NIC Inputter and encoded target sequences are obtained. The compiler maintains the BB level mapping between the unoptimized and optimized encoded sentence pairs and creates the list of sentence pair \( \langle \text{unoptimized encoded instruction sequence}, \text{IC optimized encoded instruction sequence} \rangle \) corresponding to each BB. This is done at each function level. Given a set
of source files in a high-level language, this process is repeated for all source files, and a list of sentence pairs are generated as training data for the NIC Converter by the compiler. We then train the Seq2Seq model to create the machine learnt NIC converter model, using the standard cross-entropy loss objective at each token level. We also consider a variant of standard Seq2Seq model, wherein we use compiler knowledge to guide the attention process, which we describe next.

3.4 Compiler Guided Attention Training

Attention enables the decoder to selectively consider relevant words of the source sentence when emitting each token in the target sentence. Standard attention is learnt with the indirect objective of improving the translation quality and is not learnt in a supervised manner with respect to word/phrase alignment between source/target sentence since direct word alignment information is not typically available for the training data in general. Hence it may not always correlate well with the alignment between source and target sentences. However, in case of NIC Converter, since the compiler has exact knowledge of which source instructions are responsible for generating the corresponding target instructions at each constituent token level, we leverage the compiler knowledge in improving the soft alignments learnt by the attention network.

During training data generation, a compiler guided attention matrix \( CA \) is created by the compiler for each BB. \( CA \) matrix terms are fixed attention scores provided by the compiler and are not learnt during training. For each source sentence, compiler has information of which source instruction tokens map to corresponding optimized target instruction tokens and uses this to set each element of the \( CA \) matrix. Each element \( CA[i, j] \) corresponds to the probability of whether the \( i \)th token in target sentence (of length \( T \)) is mapped to \( j \)th token in the source sentence and the total probability of one is distributed among the relevant mapped tokens while the non-relevant mapped tokens are set to zero. This is like hard attention with \( CA[i, j] \) being non-zero if target token ‘\( i \)’ is mapped to source instruction token ‘\( j \)’ by the compiler and else zero. We smooth this hard attention matrix with a small correction term delta, adding it to all zero terms and adjusting non-zero terms accordingly to maintain the row sum as 1. \( CA \) matrix has similar semantics and same dimension as the learnt attention matrix \( A \) with standard attention. In case of single head attention, \( A \) is the single head cross attention weights, and in MHA, we use the decoder cross-attention weights of last layer’s head 0 as the learnt attention matrix ‘\( A \)’.

We use \( CA \) matrix to force the learnt attention weights ‘\( A \)’ to be closer to it during the training process by adding an additional loss term to the training objective. This is compiler attention mismatch loss term which is the divergence of the learnt attention weights in each training step from the compiler guided attention matrix \( CA \). We model the Compiler Attention Mismatch (CAM) loss between \( CA \) and \( A \) matrices using the standard cross entropy loss function as below:

\[
CAM \text{ Loss}(CA, A) = -(1/T) \sum_i \sum_j CA[i][j] \times log(A[i][j])
\]

Total Loss = Decoder Cross Entropy Loss + CAM Loss

Compiler guided attention is not used during inference, as we hypothesize that compiler guided attention will enable the model to learn the appropriate attention weights during training itself.

3.5 NIC Outputter

The NIC Outputter takes two inputs, (i) the predicted instruction sequence from the NIC Converter and (ii) the original unmodified full-fledged LLVM IR instruction stream corresponding to that BB. Given that NIC Converter predicts the most probable target instruction sequence, we also enforce specific checks in the NIC Outputter to ensure that the generated target sequence does not violate the compiler integrity checks. NIC Outputter performs a verification check first on the generated target sequence. It checks that for each instruction in the generated sequence, the number of operands corresponding to that opcode are correct, and that each operand has previously been defined in the generated instruction sequence, and that the last instruction in the sequence is a branch/return instruction. In case any of these conditions are violated, it discards the generated target instruction sequence and outputs the source instruction stream corresponding to that BB as is.

If the verification checks on the generated sequence are satisfied, then NIC Outputter takes the generated instruction sequence and applies it on the source instruction stream corresponding to that
BB to produce the transformed full LLVM IR instruction stream. If NIC Converter predicted output is the same as its input, (the NIC Converter has not found any suitable transformation for the given input sequence) NIC Outptuer just reproduces the unmodified source IR sequence as is without any checks. NIC Outptuer also invokes the LLVM function level verification. This checks that the CFG (Control Flow Graph) is valid, all instructions are associated with a BB and specific instruction level checking based on the instruction type (the types of operands of binary operator are of the same type, the Static Single Assignment [Cytron et al. (1989)] form is valid, shifts and logicals happen only on integral types etc). We then check for translation validity of the generated sequence by passing it through a well-known LLVM IR translation validity checker ALIVE2 [Lopes et al. (2021)]. Translation validity checking ensures the semantic correctness and equivalence of the generated sequence to the original unoptimized sequence. ALIVE2 is a fully automatic bounded translation validation tool for LLVM that supports all of its forms of undefined behavior. ALIVE2 checks pairs of instruction sequences in LLVM IR for refinement using an SMT solver. Instruction sequences rejected by ALIVE2 as non-valid are rejected at the NIC Outptuer.

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Dataset Description

Given the novelty of our task, there are no readily available datasets which can be used to train the NIC Converter model. Hence, we build a new dataset for this task and plan to make it available publicly. The dataset consists of sentence pairs both from the same language of LLVM IR. The source sentence is the encoded distilled sequence of the LLVM IR instruction sequence of a BB at the input of traditional IC Pass. The target sentence is the encoded distilled sequence of that instruction sequence at the output of the traditional IC Pass. Training data is generated by invoking our modified version of LLVM compiler pipeline on the C/C++ application source files. For generating the training data, we used a collection of C/C++ source files from LLVM Application Test Suite and from Angha Bench Test Suite [da Silva et al. (2021)]. The dataset size is $367K$ and contains 66% of unoptimized sequences (where source and target sentences are identical) and 34% optimized sequences (where source and target sentences are different).

4.2 Experimental Results

We evaluate several Seq2Seq models for NIC Converter as shown in Table [1]. The two main network choices are RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and the standard transformer models with Multi Head Attention (MHA) and greedy decoder (we did not see any significant change with beam decoder). We implemented various models in TensorFlow Python framework for evaluation. All parameters are initialized by uniform distribution over $[0.1; 0.1]$. The mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm is employed to train the model with batch size of 64 and number of training epochs being 10. Hyper-parameters were chosen based on experimentation with validation set. In addition, we use Adam optimizer with custom rate scheduler [Vaswani et al. (2017)]. We do a train/validation/test data split of 90%, 5% and 5% respectively.

For NIC Converter inference performance, we report the metrics of Bleu precision [Papineni et al. (2002)] and Rouge scores [Lin & Och (2004)] in Table [1]. However, our task being code optimization, requires generation of exact encoded representation (even a single wrong token will lead to incorrect code). Hence our task specific metric is comparison of Exact Match (EM) results for the entire instruction sequence for each BB between the predicted sequence and the ground truth. We show the EM results separately in last columns of Table [1] respectively for (a) EM(un-opt) where the ground truth is same as the input sequence (cases where IC performs no rewriting) and (b) EM (opt) where the ground truth is an optimized translation of the input sequence (optimized cases where IC performs rewrites).

Across all models, Bleu and Rouge scores are not significantly different, indicating their general translation capability (there were differences only beyond last 2 digits). As is expected, the EM percentage is much higher for the unoptimized sequences and is an indicator of model ability to reproduce the exact input sequence correctly. In case of optimized sequences, model’s Exact Match is around 69%–73% indicating considerable room for further improvements. We find that transformer
Table 1: NIC Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bleu</th>
<th>Rouge-1 r</th>
<th>Rouge-1 p</th>
<th>Rouge-2 r</th>
<th>Rouge-2 p</th>
<th>Rouge-1 r</th>
<th>Rouge-1 p</th>
<th>EM(unopt)</th>
<th>EM(opt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional LSTM: 3 layer encoder, unidirectional greedy decoder</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer with layers=4, dmodel=128, dff=512, heads=8</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer with layers=6, dmodel=512, dff=2048, heads=8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer with layers=2, dmodel=512, dff=2048, heads=8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer layers=4, dmodel=128, dff=512, heads=8 and no POS Emb</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer with layers=4, dmodel=512, dff=2048, heads=16</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-directional LSTM (3 layer encoder, 1 layer decoder) with guided compiler attention</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer with layers=4, dmodel=128, dff=512, heads=8 with compiler guided attention</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We analyzed NIC Converter outputs to understand the model shortcomings. In case of optimized sequences, we find that NIC not only generates the optimized opcode, but also correctly fixes up the

4.3 Exact Match Error Analysis

We analyzed NIC Converter outputs to understand the model shortcomings. In case of optimized sequences, we find that NIC not only generates the optimized opcode, but also correctly fixes up the
uses of the replaced opcode with the newly generated opcode, allowing us to hypothesize that the model has learnt the implicit use-def chains Cytron et al. (1989) in the encoded representation.

Table 2 shows the major reasons for exact match errors by NIC. One of the common mistakes the model exhibited was in generating correct values for synthesized constants for certain operations. A frequent LLVM IR instruction is the GetElementPtr (GEP) instruction used to get the address of a sub element of an aggregate data structure such as a ‘struct’ or ‘array’. For nested aggregate data structures, a sequence of GEP operations is emitted with appropriate constants from base address. One of the IC optimization sequences is coalescing multiple GEP operations into a single GEP with modified constant indices as operands. We find that NIC had issues in synthesizing the GEP indices correctly. We reason that NIC is not able to learn the rules to compute the GEP offsets correctly based on individual GEP operations. It ends up reproducing the memorized frequent constant values as GEP indices generating erroneous sequence.

A similar problem was noticed in the case of ‘Alloca’ instruction sequence optimization where stack offsets constant values were generated incorrectly by NIC. These errors are caught during the verification of the generated code sequence in the NIC Outputter, dropping the suggested replacement from NIC from being applied. For frequently occurring/unique constants such as powers of two occurring in Shift instructions, the model outputs the correct constants both in optimized and unoptimized sequences. However, for arbitrary constants such as those occurring in GEP/Alloca operands, models end up making mistakes. The error analysis indicates that our current model does not handle synthesized constants in the instruction sequence well. This needs to be addressed in future work.

5 RELATED WORK

Of late, there has been considerable interest in applying deep learning techniques to compilers in the areas of phase ordering Huang et al. (2019), selection of optimization heuristics Cummins et al. (2017) and as part of optimization itself in register allocation Das et al. (2019) and inlining Trofin et al. (2021). Machine learnt models have been used in optimization heuristics selection such as prediction of unroll factors Stephenson & Amarasinghe (2005), inlining decisions Simon et al. (2013), vectorization Mendis et al. (2019), Haj-Ali et al. (2020) etc.

Our work falls under the category of deploying ML models directly in compiler optimizations. Similar in spirit and complementary to our work, there has been work on building super optimizers by creating a database of possible optimized sequences from the binaries Bansal & Aiken (2006). These techniques work by harvesting instruction sequences from binaries, enumerating their equivalent efficient target sequences by exhaustive search techniques, and creating an offline database of optimized instruction sequences which can then be looked up for a given sequence of instructions. This line of work is limited to X86 instructions. There has been work on improving the brute force search for optimization sequences Schkuftza et al. (2012) using random search and RL methods Bunel et al. (2016). NIC can leverage the optimized instruction sequences generated by super optimizers by lifting them to LLVM IR using decompilation techniques Cloutier (We plan to explore this in future work) and then using them for training the NIC Converter making them complementary to our work. Since our neural model operates on an encoded condensed IR representation, it is possible to port our NIC to any compiler if we can provide the NIC Inputter/Outputter modules which can convert from compiler’s IR to NIC’s encoded representation and vice versa. Unlike super optimizers which work on specific binary instruction sets, this allows wider portability.

6 OPEN ISSUES AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored the feasibility of replacing the traditional Instruction Combiner with a neural instruction combiner in a widely used production level compiler. We find that we were able to train a neural instruction combiner module and integrate it with LLVM compiler’s optimizer pipeline.

There remain a number of challenges and open issues to be addressed in future work. 72% of optimization opportunities of traditional IC is currently realized by NIC. Hence this gap in performance between NIC and traditional IC needs to be addressed by adding more relevant training samples.
In addition to training data generated from traditional IC, we also plan to expand NIC training data with IR instruction sequences that can be leveraged from existing super-optimizer databases. NIC does behavioral cloning of traditional IC currently. Another possibility is to use NIC to explore the optimized translation subspace by generating multiple translations and ranking the sequences based on their optimization potential and choosing the highest ranked one as the output translation. In this way, NIC can be integrated into super optimizers to effectively explore the optimized output sequence subspace.

Validity checks of generated sequence currently include compiler driven IR Validity checks and translation validity checking using ALIVE2 external tool Lopes et al. (2021). Leveraging scalable automatic post-editing Chollampatt et al. (2020) and program repair techniques Gupta et al. (2020) can help improve validity checks in NIC. These need to be addressed further for a robust NIC deployment in production compilers.
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